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TEASER



AGRUPAMENTO DE ESCOLAS DRA. LAURA AYRES
 Relaxed atmophere, gate was open and students could come in 

and out as they pleased during break time. 

 42 different nationalities in the School. Brasil, Portuguese 
excolonies, china, Eastern European countries, India and 
Pakistan. 

 Non Portuguese speakers, 6 hours a week, but those coming 
from the colonies are not entitled for these extra lessons.

 Also, since the crisis in Brasil, the number of these student has 
increased every year and in 2011 they reached 277 out of 900, 
some of them coming from a very poor educational system or 
even, being out of school for a few years. Brasil school year 
finishes in December, and it´s in January when most of them 
arrive.

 Quarteira is a touristic area, but most of the people work 
between June and October which is their season, depending of 
unemployment benefits the rest of the year. This makes it very 
difficult for families to pay for trips and visit for students.

 NO CLIL THIS YEAR!



SISTEMA EDUCATIVO PORTUGUES
 After the economic breakdown, the Portugese Government reduced 

drastically the education Budget, and they went from 3000 
educational units to 800. In places like Quarteira they have what they 
call an “Agrupamento de Escolas” and the Headteacher is in charge of 
6 different Schools:

 1 Secondary School (year 9 to year 12) that depends on the Ministry.

 1 Basic School (year 5 to year 8) that depends on the Local Council.

 2 Primary School (year 1 to year 4) that depends on the Local Council.

 2 Kindergartens (3 to 5 year olds)

 Teachers work 22 teaching hours a week. As they get older they 
reduce their teaching hours but they need to be in School for planning 
or other matters.

 There are no substitutes or teachers on duty so when a teacher is 
missing, they have designated areas where students can go during 
those lessons to work.

 1 month summer holidays. 

 12th grade teachers need to mark National exams (sometimes they 
finish in August).





Profesores senior con menos horas 
lectivas están en apoyo.





FORMER CLIL TEACHERS
MIGUEL NETA

Physics and Chemistry teacher 

Basic English but eager to use it as a teacher

WALTER FARIAS

Maths teacher

Born in Canada and lived there for 10 years, 
bilingual



They taught on the first year,10th grade and next year 11th grade. Students had the 
option to choose CLIL or not.
They both used English as much as they could, altough they did swich to Portuguese when 
aproaching new concepts. In the beginning they had to prepare their lessons so they could 
be in English but as time went, they got more confident and it became more fluent. The 
easy part was that students wouldn´t have much trouble understanding most of the lesson. 
There was always the odd student who wouldn´t understand, but then the teacher would 
use Potuguese to expain individualy.
Walter, used bilingual exams to asses students, having a multiple choice test in English 
and the development part of the exam in Portuguese. 
Did CLIL made their students better in those subjects? No, but students improved their 
English and scientific terms in English.



Biblioteca ESLA

 Portuguese Language teacher 
fully dedicated.

 His challenge was to encouraged 
staff, teacher and non-teachers 
to lend books.

 Books Ranking.

 Ebooks.



FORMER CLIL 12TH GRADE 
STUDENTS

 Difficulties: 1st week.

 Achivements: Fluent in English.

 Understood big effort from teachers 
and they were very thankful.

 9th grade: PET. Too easy, they want 
more.

 English subject in 12th grade too eay.

 Concern: 11th grade til 6pm. 12th 
grade til 2pm. Uni morning and 
afternoon.

Most interesting meeting!!!!





ENGLISH LESSON



Physical Education
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